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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Eighth Day: Saturday, March 31, 2018 
Post Time: 11:30 A.M. (Eastern) 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 898*-267-173-136—30%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #9 Princess Warrior (12th race)—5-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #9 Dizzy Gillespie (3rd race)—15-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)STAR JUANCHO: Retained sharp form on the rise; 7F in wheelhouse  
(#3)EMPEROR JOHN: Good second off the claim from wide draw; hood “on” 
(#4)NOBLE DRAMA: Impressive daylight maiden score; tries winners here 
(#2)FLORIDA COTTON: Should love seven-eighths; placed in 5-of-7 on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-4-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#11)MOMENTA KAT: Fits for $20K, Saez stays put; needs a clean trip  
(#12)MISS ALIPHANT: Beaten chalk in 3 of last 4; tends to find trouble 
(#9)BALLYLIN: She has improved on grass; has tactical speed and Irad 
(#3)TIKI BAR QUEEN: Barn is capable with first-timers; 15-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-12-9-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#9)DIZZY GILLESPIE: Like the cutback; has improved with hood back on  
(#3)JAIDEN’S BEST: Forwardly placed in race lacking front-running types 
(#5)SOLVE: In deep last time but suspect drop to the cellar; gets bet here 
(#1)CHISELED: 13X winner is effective at a 1-turn mile trip; 1-hole hurts 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-3-5-1 
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RACE FOUR—Cutler Bay Stakes 
(#3)SPEED FRANCO: Handy, length and change shy of 5-for-5 on grass  
(#1)THERAPIST: Chestnut has plenty of talent; needs to chill out at gate 
(#4)SALMANAZAR: Speedy fellow carves out the pace in two-turn debut 
(#6)THE DOW: Impressive turn of foot in maiden score for $20K; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-4-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE—Sanibel Island Stakes 
(#8)BEST PERFORMANCE: Capable fresh, has back class; holds all the aces  
(#1)AMERTUME: Big try in G3 stakes in first crack vs. winners; has upside 
(#2)FIGARELLA’S QUEEN: Well-bred, has sharp turf form; gets class test 
(#3)ORIGINATOR: She has a reliable late kick on the grass; likely overlay 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-2-3 

 
 
RACE SIX  
(#5)MISS MARISOL: Good third on debut vs. similar, upside; 8-1 on M.L. 
(#7)SECOND ILLUSION: Bad post draws in first 2; third start of form cycle 
(#13)FLYING EMERALD: Improved for $16K with hood “on”; wide draw 
(#4)HONEY HEARTS: Has placed in 5-of-7 lifetime on turf; tries dirt here 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-13-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#1)SPECIAL TRIP: Sits pocket trip with speed to her outside; hood “on” 
(#7)LEGEND EMMA(IRE): Game in two-turn turf debut; speed, fade play 
(#5)SWEET LADY: Scat Daddy filly debuts for Brown; sire gets runners 
(#9)STYLE ICON: Good late kick despite slow start on debut; improves 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-5-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Gulfstream Park Hardacre Mile Stakes (G2) 
(#2)ALWAYS DREAMING: 2-for-2 at GP; TAP outfit salty off long layoffs  
(#4)IRISH WAR CRY: Acted like he needed last off the shelf; tighter today 
(#5)TOMMY MACHO: Loves the one-mile setup at Gulfstream; hot jock up 
(#6)PAGE MCKENNEY: Hard-knocking 8YO has placed in 40-of-51 lifetime 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-5-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)ART COLLECTION: Dead game out of the box; “bullet” in the holster  
(#2)RHODE ISLAND: Rallied on debut, blinkers “on”; improvement likely 
(#6)DAWOOD: Bumped at the start, wide trip on debut; tighter, cost $675K 
(#8)MR. DISCRETIONARY: Good form on “firm” going; hood “on” off claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-6-8 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#1)SWEETONTHELADIES: Rallied at 95-1 in last; edge in wide open heat 
(#9)OUTPLAY: Broke maiden going one-turn mile trip; need-the-lead type 
(#7)READY FOR RYE: Returns to the allowance ranks; dicey on “fast” strip 
(#3)WEEKEND HIDEAWAY: Capable off the shelf, gets class relief and Saez 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-7-3 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN—Honey Fox Stakes (G3T) 
(#3)STORMY VICTORIA(FR): Honest pace sets up her late kick; fires fresh  
(#10)ON LEAVE: Gray mare has won 50% of her starts; 10-hole a concern 
(#2)LULL: 3 of her 4 lifetime wins are around one-turn; has tactical speed 
(#1)GLORY TO KITTEN: Horse for the course is 5-for-5 on the GP weeds 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-2-1 
 
 
RACE TWELVE—Gulfstream Park Oaks (G2) 
(#9)PRINCESS WARRIOR: Gets plenty of early pace; turf-to-dirt on point  
(#5)DAISY: G3 stakes winner was game in Tampa stakes; hood “on” noted 
(#3)TAKE CHARGE PAULA: 2nd behind a buzz saw in last; 2-turns x-factor 
(#4)CACHE: One-paced in first start vs. winners; has a license to improve 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-5-3-4 
 
 
RACE THIRTEEN—Pan American Stakes (G2T) 
(#8)SADLER’S JOY: Flying late to win G2 stake in last; 12F in wheelhouse  
(#9)ONE GO ALL GO: Controls the pace, in fine fettle; vulnerable at 12F trip 
(#2)BULLARDS ALLEY: G1 winner has never missed the tri on the GP turf 
(#3)HI HAPPY(ARG): Length off the win in G1 heat; hasn’t won since 2015 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-9-2-3 
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RACE FOURTEEN—Xpressbet Florida Derby(G1) 
(#6)CATHOLIC BOY: He’ll love 9F trip; honest early pace works in his favor 
(#8)AUDIBLE: Into Mischief colt riding 3 race win streak; done little wrong 
(#4)PROMISES FULFILLED: Impressed in Fountain of Youth; 2nd off shelf 
(#1)STRIKE POWER: Talented colt has tactical speed; ground-saving trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-4-1 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 


